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Abstract: A more scientific, objective, and reasonable renewal orientation is gradually becoming a
research hotspot in the field of industrial heritage conservation and renewal. This study selected
five samples to carry out field investigation and face-to-face interviews. POI data were collected and
analyzed, which revealed the relationship between environmental resources and the five samples
based on the kernel density estimation method. Sequentially, we unprecedentedly created a complete
BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian network model that was used to implement simulation analysis of the
industrial heritage of the Former Site Museum of Changchun Film Studio. A renewal orientation and
a strategy for the community comprehensive sports ground were determined based on the results
of the simulation data through the previous model. We eventually achieved a sustainable renewal
strategy and innovative research method for industrial heritage, from objective data collection and
simulation model creation to generation of a final reasonable plan.

Keywords: industrial heritage; renewal orientation; BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian network model

1. Introduction

Already in 1965, the Second Congress of Architects and Specialists of Historic Build-
ings adopted 13 resolutions, one of which was very important—put forward by UNESCO, it
provided for the creation of the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS).
ICOMOS works for the conservation and protection of cultural heritage places. As of 2022,
the number of projects inscribed on the International Register of Industrial Heritage Protec-
tion was as high as 1157. The annual distribution of projects is depicted in Figure 1. Within
this data set, the Asia-Pacific region accounts for 277 projects, representing approximately
24% of the total [1]. Notably, China is experiencing a flourishing trend in the conserva-
tion and revitalization of its industrial heritage. In 2017, the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology of the People’s Republic of China officially released the inaugural
inventory of industrial heritage sites in the country. At present, a total of 195 industrial
heritage projects are included on this list [2]. It is important to note, however, that this
figure merely represents a fraction of the vast industrial heritage encompassed by China’s
expansive land.

Regarding the current domestic industrial heritage renewal projects, some were fin-
ished with simple functions, making it hard to adapt them to the rapid development of
cities, resulting in them finally facing renovations (the Qingdao Beer Museum). Others,
meanwhile, only narrowly pursued high efficiency, utilizing simple functions that were
also hard to adapt to the rapid development of cities, resulting in them facing renovations
as well (the Old Salt Farm 1957). Some were inconsistent with urban planning and con-
struction, ultimately becoming an eyesore in the cities (the Guanggang Park Industrial Site).
Obviously, these failed projects cannot meet the requirements of future urban sustainable
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development. Undoubtedly, numerous scholars and experts have dedicated substantial
efforts to researching the conservation and sustainable revitalization of industrial heritage.
However, a noticeable limitation in these studies is the lack of a comprehensive model or
algorithm capable of effectively addressing the renewal direction of most projects.
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In light of this, this paper constructs a hybrid modeling technique capable of catering
to the majority of industrial heritage updates by leveraging various professional research
methods and techniques such as CiteSpace software, bibliometrics, AHP hierarchical
analysis, POI analysis, and Bayesian network models. By harnessing their strengths and
compensating for each other’s weaknesses, this paper aims to achieve the following:

• Summarize the latest research findings on industrial heritage in China and other countries;
• Scientifically and quantitatively analyze the development prospects of industrial

heritage in the context of sustainable development;
• Develop a novel hybrid model for regeneration studies that specifically caters to all

types of industrial heritage through an in-depth exploration of multiple research
methods and techniques.

The hybrid model developed in this study not only facilitates precise decision-making
during the initial stages of industrial heritage projects by determining the most suitable
direction for revitalization, but also enables analysis of the future development viability of
such projects during periods of economic stagnation. As a result, it provides valuable techni-
cal guidance for the sustainable development of industrial heritage across diverse contexts.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Literature Review
2.1.1. Industrial Heritage

In 1968, the Association of Industrial Archaeology (AIA) was established in the United
Kingdom, and the first comprehensive study and documentation of industrial heritage
locations within the United Kingdom was undertaken [3]. Since then, these invaluable
industrial heritages have gradually entered the public eye. Almost ten years later, the
establishment of the International Committee for the Conservation of Industrial Heritage
(TICCIH) in 1978 greatly spurred the organization of numerous international conferences,
charters, and conventions dedicated to this field [4,5]. The strategy of conserving and re-
newing industrial heritage has always been a topic of discussion in the global research field.
On 18 April 1982, the International Council of Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) established
the International Day of Monuments and Sites which was later named “World Heritage
Day” [6]. However, after 40 years, the theme for the International Day of Monuments and
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Sites was changed to “Heritage Changes” in 2023 [7]. The concept of “Change” encom-
passes the essence of historical progression and serves as the foundation of sustainable
development. In contemporary contexts, the strategy for renewing industrial heritage is
inherently intertwined with the broader paradigm of sustainable development.

Over the course of four decades, the international academic community’s investigation
into the preservation of industrial heritage has achieved significant breadth and depth.
This research field initially focused on conservation methodologies, as highlighted by
Harun [8]. Subsequently, there was a shift toward using diverse technological approaches
to support conservation, as researched by Cano [9]. The scholarly discourse then expanded
to examine the impact of rejuvenating industrial heritage on urban development and
societal structures. This line of inquiry predominantly utilized questionnaire methods,
as seen in the works of Ball [10], Fuentes [11], and Albert Chan [12]. More recently, the
academic conversation has centered around strategies for the influential factors contributing
to the progression of heritage renewal (Philippe Cyrenne [13]; Retnasih S. Adiwibowo [14];
Ioannis Vardopoulos [15]) and industrial heritage renewal strategy (Alessandra Oppio [16];
Marta Bottero [17]), demonstrating an increasingly prominent trend in scholarly discourse.
The research directions from previous literature are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Research directions from previous literature.

Research Direction Literature Year Method or Technology

Research on Conservation
Methods

Heritage Building Conservation in Malaysia: Experience
and Challenges [8] 2011 Does not have

Historic preservation, GIS, and rural development: The
case of Almería province, Spain [9] 2013 Geographic Information

System

Impact on society and the
environment

Developers, regeneration and sustainability issues in the
reuse of vacant industrial buildings [10] 1999 Does not have

New uses for old traditional farm buildings: The case of
the underground wine cellars in Spain [11] 2009 Does not have

Impacts of the Revitalizing Industrial Buildings (RIB)
Scheme in Hong Kong [12] 2015 Questionnaire survey

Influential factors of
Industrial Heritage

Development

Historic Buildings and Rehabilitation Expenditures: A
Panel Data Approach [13] 2006 Hedonic model

Correlations Between Public Appreciation of Historical
Building and Intention to Visit Heritage Building
Reused as Retail Store [14]

2015 Questionnaire survey

Critical sustainable development factors in the adaptive
reuse of urban industrial buildings. A fuzzy DEMATEL
approach [15]

2019 Fuzzy DEMATEL approach

The Strategy of Industrial
Heritage Renewal

Designing Adaptive Reuse Strategies for Cultural
Heritage with Choice Experiments [16] 2017 Choice Experiments

Ranking of Adaptive Reuse Strategies for Abandoned
Industrial Heritage in Vulnerable Contexts: A Multiple
Criteria Decision Aiding Approach [17]

2019 A multicriteria decision aiding
approach

In this study, the influential factors for the direction of industrial heritage renewal are
what we want to pay close attention to. Upon reviewing previous research on influential
factors, it was observed that the majority of the literature presents similar perspectives.
However, a minority of scholarly works diverge, offering distinctively contrasting view-
points. Among them, Jie Chen et al. [17] examined the primary influential factors of
structural style and urban planning in their research on industrial heritage in China. Var-
dopoulos [15] argued for the essential influential factors of industrial heritage renewal in
Greece from a sustainability perspective using Fuzzy-DEMATEL analysis, which identified
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the surrounding resources, urban planning, and sustainable development as indispensable
components. Meanwhile, Bottero et al. [18] placed stronger emphasis on the influence of
people’s subjective needs while considering the structural form and surrounding resources.
Additionally, Liu Yu [19], Xosé Somoza-Medina [20], and Liu Na [21] researched significant
influential factors from various angles. The influential factors mentioned in the literature
summary are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Influential factors of industrial heritage renewal strategies mentioned in the literature.

Literature
Influential Factors

Location Surrounding
Resources

Urban
Planning

Surrounding
Resident

Sustainable
Development

Structural
Style

Jie Chen (2016) [17] } }
Vardopoulos I (2019) [15] } } }
Marta Bottero (2019) [18] } } }

Liu Yu (2015) [19] } } }
Xosé Somoza-Medina (2021) [20] } } }

Liu Na (2023) [21] } } } }

In China, work related to industrial heritage has gradually revived since 1987 [22]. By
the early 21st century, the National Cultural Heritage Administration of China organized
the first “China Heritage Conservation Forum” in Wuxi. During this event, they issued
the “Wuxi Recommendations”, which marked a significant milestone in the conservation
history of industrial heritage in China [23]. This event also signaled China’s official entry
into a phase of extensive discussion and exploration of industrial heritage conservation and
renewal. On 19 November 2018, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of
the People’s Republic of China published the “Interim Measures for the National Industrial
Heritage Management” for the first time. Meanwhile, on 15 March 2023, China officially
launched the “National Industrial Heritage Management Measures” to replace the previous
interim measures. These measures primarily delineate regions of critical significance for the
preservation and application of the nation’s industrial heritage, emphasizing a sequence of
conservation and sustainable development prerequisites [24,25].

Clearly, industrial heritage is not only a product of its time, but also a witness to
history, capturing the pictorial history of a city, country, and specific time period. Conse-
quently, industrial heritage embodies unparalleled historical significance and value. In
recent times, the rejuvenation of industrial heritage has played a significant role in urban
renewal. Globally, strategies tailored to the renewal of industrial heritage in alignment with
sustainable urban development have been rigorously explored. “Sustainability” refers to a
process or state that can be maintained over a long time. Ecological sustainability, economic
sustainability, and social sustainability are three interrelated and inseparable aspects that to-
gether form the sustainability of human society. Similarly, the renewal and sustainability of
industrial heritage necessitate attention to various issues, including ecological conservation,
economic efficiency, urban needs, historical heritage, and social environment [26–28]. Given
the multitude of intricate internal and external requirements, this research aims to address
the decision problem of the direction of industrial heritage development by employing
mathematical methodologies and techniques for precise inference and computation of
said development.

2.1.2. Bayesian Network

Bayesian networks, within cognitive science and artificial intelligence, were based on
updating the rule of probabilities by Bayes to calculate hypothetical probability
(Dialsingh, I. 2014) [29]. The first system using Bayesian networks was established by
Pearl et al. (1987) [30]. D. Heckerman et al. (1996) [31] and Armelle Fay (2000) [32] have
also developed and verified the abilities of a Bayesian network. Initially, Bayesian net-
works were mainly used in the fields of medicine (D.E. Heckerman et al., 1991) [33] and
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mathematics. However, they have gradually found wider applications in areas such as
ecology (Seong-Pyo Cheon. 2009) [34], criminal cases (Greer, S. 1994) [35], geography
(Jiahao Zhang et al., 2022) [36], economy (Sou-Sen Leu et al., 2023) [37], building safety
(Yongjun Chen et al., 2023) [38], and risk assessment (Hollnagel, E. 2009) [39]. Norman
Fenton and Martin Neil [40] regarded that a BN provides a general approach to reasoning,
with explainable models of reality, in contrast to big data approaches, where the emphasis
is on prediction rather than explanation, and on association rather than causal connec-
tion. Nowadays, Bayesian networks have been gradually holding significant potential for
development and application in many fields.

In this paper, we propose a hybrid research method based on a Bayesian network,
which is highly supported by evidence. The application of Bayesian networks in different
fields is accompanied by the development of structural models (Figure 2). The hybrid
Bayesian network model has been a prevalent research topic in recent years. On account of
various research fields, integrating different technical methodologies can result in specific
hybrid Bayesian networks.
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On the one hand, the Bayesian network system is relatively mature and exhibits strong
objectivity, enabling reasonable inferences of future development based on existing data.
Furthermore, its application within the field of construction is progressively maturing. On
the other hand, employing Bayesian networks alone for the analysis of this study is not
exhaustive. Consequently, we delve into the research and application of hybrid Bayesian
networks (HBNs) by other scholars, integrating Bayesian networks with other algorithms,
and propose a hybrid model. This HBNs approach aims to combine the strengths of each
method, enhance the precision of Bayesian network models, and consequently derive a
more objective and precise method for data analysis. However, it is important to acknowl-
edge that the primary limitation of the HBNs model proposed in this paper lies in the data
itself, such as data accuracy, comprehensiveness, and timeliness. Nonetheless, one of the
merits of BN is its capability to provide a robust framework even when faced with limited
data, enabling the provision of initial guidance to managers and decision-makers [66]. The
purpose of this study is to provide a viable guideline for the direction of industrial heritage
renewal within the framework of sustainable development. This objective coincides with
the advantages of Bayesian networks. Therefore, the hybrid Bayesian network is a suitable
approach for this study.

2.2. Determine Intermediate Nodes

Bayesian networks typically consist of root nodes (also known as parent nodes) and
leaf nodes (also known as child nodes), but more intricate Bayesian networks may also
include intermediate nodes [46]. In this study, our purpose is to provide decision-makers
with recommendations for the direction of industrial heritage renewal. To accomplish this,
we introduce intermediate nodes which represent the impact factors related to industrial
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heritage renewal. We also employ CiteSpace® knowledge visualization software (version
6.2.R3, developed by Chaomei Chen’s team) for the preliminary study of impact factors
related to industrial heritage. This combination involves comprehensive cluster structure
analysis, knowledge network mapping analysis, and other methods to analyze the funda-
mental knowledge and sustainable development of building renewal. Ultimately, the goal
is to explore the primary impact factors [67,68].

The primary data source utilized in most previous studies is the Web of Science,
indicating its capacity to provide a more comprehensive range of data information. Our
learning of scholarly articles authored by domestic and foreign researchers revealed three
distinct categories for data selection timeframes: all time intervals (primarily applicable to
natural phenomena such as geography, geology, and meteorology) [69], the past 20 years
(mainly addressing human interventions like the impact of constructed landscapes on bird
populations) [70], and the previous 10 years (primarily concerning sustainable development
and future studies involving human interventions) [71]. This paper is a strategic study
based on the premise of sustainable development, which fits into the third category. Despite
the presence of minor data discrepancies in these investigations, we maintain that the
negligible margin of error does not compromise the validity of the outcomes. Consequently,
we assert that this range of time selection demonstrates scientific rigor and generalizability.
Based on these findings, we have chosen to utilize the Web of Science core database as
our primary data source, covering the period from 1 January 2012 to 31 December 2022,
searching for keywords such as “industrial heritage”, “heritage conservation”, “urban
sustainability”, and “architectural heritage”. The resulting data set, referred to as Set #5,
consists of 4595 bibliographic records comprising articles and reviews in English (Table 3).
The cluster structure analysis chart and the top 15 keywords with the strongest citation
bursts, which serve as sample keywords, were analyzed by CiteSpace® software (version
6.2.R3), as shown in Figures 3 and 4.

Table 3. Chart comprising details of the WOS data retrieval.

Set Search Query and Results Results

#5 #1 OR #2 OR #3 OR #4 4595
#4 “Industrial Heritage” (All Fields) and English (Language) and Article OR Review (Document Type) 389
#3 “Heritage Protection” (All Fields) and English (Language) and Article OR Review (Document Type) 480
#2 “Urban Sustainability” (All Fields) and English (Language) and Article OR Review (Document Type) 2953
#1 “Architectural Heritage” (All Fields) and English (Language) and Article OR Review (Document Type) 972

The nodes in the analysis figure represent the keywords found in the literature, and
the size of the nodes reflects the number of published studies. The lines connecting the
nodes indicate the level of relevance between the keywords. It is evident that sustain-
ability, urbanization, governance, and sustainable development are focal points that have
captivated scholars’ attention in the field of industrial heritage renewal. Furthermore, by
examining the keyword emergence map, it can be observed that the keyword “attitudes”
has emerged significantly in the past two years. It is noteworthy that we selected keywords
in the analysis chart that are related to the impact factors.

Based on the impact factors derived from the analysis outcomes of CiteSpace data
and supplemented by the research findings of other scholars as presented in Table 1, we
conducted a comprehensive review. Moreover, we sought input from industry experts to
further refine the review process by excluding factors with weak or uncertain degrees of
influence. Ultimately, six impact factors of relatively higher significance were identified:
location, surrounding resources, urban planning, surrounding residents, sustainable devel-
opment, and structural style. These factors served as the foundation for constructing an
initial Bayesian network model.
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2.3. Determine Leaf Nodes—Field Investigation

To facilitate clear representation, we have designated the intermediate nodes in
Figure 5 as B1–B6. Distinct technical approaches were employed to determine the content
of the leaf nodes associated with these six intermediate nodes. We relied on the recommen-
dations of industry experts and the knowledge accumulated by other scholars to directly
specify B1 and B3. Afterward, concerning “Location (B1)”, we adopted the expert’s sugges-
tion, leading to its classification into “center”, “sub-center”, and “outlying” regions. As for
“Structural style (B3)”, we arranged it based on the findings of other scholars, consulted
with industry experts for further categorization, and ultimately classified it into four types:
“single-story factory buildings”, “multi-storied factory buildings”, “office buildings”, and
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“special buildings”. Furthermore, we referred to the “Report of the World Commission on
Environment and Development: Our Common Future” for a comprehensive understanding
of sustainable development, which encompasses environmental protection, economic via-
bility, and social justice [72]. Considering the industrial heritage nature of this study, which
encompasses culture and art, we identified the leaf nodes categorized under “Sustainable
development (B5)” as “ecological environment”, “economics”, and “culture”. However,
to determine the leaf nodes for the remaining three intermediate nodes, a more specific
approach was required.
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2.3.1. Urban Planning (B6)

Regarding the direction of urban development planning, each city possesses its unique
characteristics, and many cities also share similar urban planning approaches. Through
meticulous examination and systematic organization of urban development documents
from various Chinese cities, we removed irrelevant content for our study. We then extracted
and assimilated the essential information to capture the general trajectory of future devel-
opment. By conducting a detailed analysis of the distinctive content in key development
layouts across diverse provinces, we systematically classified the fundamental elements of
“Urban planning (B6)” into five primary directions: technology, tourism, industry, infras-
tructure, and service construction. Figure 6 provides a summary of urban development
plans for some provinces in China.
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These directions were then skillfully incorporated as the foundational elements of
the “Urban planning (B6)” leaf nodes in the improved hybrid Bayesian network model.
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Additionally, a thorough analysis of urban renewal planning published by both domestic
and international governments and extensive consultations with industry experts were
undertaken. It is worth noting that the experts gave equal weight to different urban
planning elements.

2.3.2. Surrounding Resources (B2)—Initial Sample Selection

Given the heterogeneity inherent to the “Surrounding Resources (B2)” within each case
under study, we emphasize the need for an individualized analytical approach. This stance
emerged from a profound dialogue with domain experts, leading us to the adoption of POI
(Point-of-Interest), a POI distribution datum, for constructing leaf nodes of B2. We carefully
selected and integrated five distinct items of poi data into the hybrid Bayesian model to
serve as our foundational data samples. In view of the authenticity and comprehensiveness
imperative for sample data, a field survey methodology was employed, coupled with a
comparative analysis encompassing over 50 operational industrial heritage renovation
projects within China. This analysis was stratified along three dimensions: geographical
location, completion timeframe, and industrial category. By integrating these prevalent
industrial heritage characteristics, we aspire to guarantee a high degree of generalizability
in our findings.

• Selection of Geographic Location: Various geographic locations are available for con-
sideration. In line with the overarching focus on sustainable development, the chosen
geographic location disregards geological, geomorphological, and locational informa-
tion, instead prioritizing the city’s developmental trajectory. The rapid advancements
witnessed in first-tier cities hold significant guidance for informing the sustainable
progression of other urban areas. Therefore, we tried to identify suitable samples from
first-tier Chinese cities: Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen. In addition,
we wanted to select a city that has experienced significant growth in the past decade,
even if it is not a provincial capital or a first-tier city. After evaluating city rankings
and GDP rankings in China over the previous decade, we found that Wenzhou in
Zhejiang Province is an optimal choice. Formerly classified as a third-tier city, Wen-
zhou garnered recognition as the most promising third-tier city after 2015. By 2020,
Wenzhou ascended to the status of a second-tier city, securing the ninth position in
city rankings. Consequently, this study elected the representative industrial heritage
project from each of these five cities as a sample. Additionally, these five samples must
meet specific requirements regarding completion time and industrial category.

• Construction Period: The chosen set of five projects comprehensively encompasses
the historical timeline of China’s industrial development, spanning ancient, modern,
and contemporary eras following the establishment of the country.

• Industrial Categories: The selected five projects represent a wide spectrum of in-
dustrial categories, ranging from early extractive industries to subsequent heavy
and light industries. These categories effectively cover the diverse facets of China’s
industrial category.

Ultimately, the chronological arrangement of the initial five samples with their infor-
mation is presented in Figure 7.
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2.3.3. Validation Case: Current Status of the Former Site Museum of Changchun Film
Studio (CFS)

To validate the accuracy and applicability of the hybrid Bayesian network model
developed in this paper, we have selected a case for validation purposes. The model’s
construction relied on utilizing the five samples as primary data sources, thereby enhancing
its accuracy in validating similar cases. Therefore, for validation, we need to choose a
project that differs enough from the aforementioned samples. Following an initial field
survey of over 50 industrial heritage projects in China, we have identified the Changy-
ing Old Site Museum in Changchun, Jilin Province as the suitable selection. Notably,
among the 195 national industrial heritage projects evaluated in China, the Former Site
Museum of Changchun Film Studio (CFS) stands out as the only project with an original
purpose centered around culture and art. In contrast, all other industrial heritage sites
have original purposes associated with mining, production, processing, manufacturing,
and scientific research. Furthermore, the distinctiveness of CFS is not solely manifested in
historical development, but also in various aspects such as architectural space and utiliza-
tion, cultural value and preservation, and the evolution of the park’s architectural structure.
Consequently, CFS represents a distinctive presence within the realm of Chinese industrial
heritage, which forms the basis for our selection.

The old Changchun Film Studio was formerly known as “Manchurian Film Cor-
poration”, a propaganda organization established by the Japanese during the pseudo-
Manchukuo period. It was subsequently rechristened as the “Changchun Film Studio” in
1955. Since its establishment, it has undeniably maintained a crucial position in the history
of Chinese cinema. Moreover, this institution has produced an impressive array of over
900 feature films and has translated 2666 films [76].
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In 2011, the project embarked on an extensive renovation process, steadfastly guided
by the principle of “restoring the old as the old”, culminating in a grand opening in 2014.
The museum, with a construction area of 46,137 square meters, is systematically segmented
into six distinct functional zones: The Changchun Film Art Museum, the studio, the
printing workshop, the cinema, the concert hall, and the Changchun Film Studio Cultural
Street. The museum documents Changchun Film Studio’s growth trajectory, advancements,
flourishing periods, and transformative changes in detail. Furthermore, the museum
offers a comprehensive showcase of the illustrious history and artistic accomplishments
of Changchun Film and even the new Chinese cinema. Importantly, in 2015, the Former
Site Museum of CFS was awarded the prestigious “Jilin Province Industrial Tourism
Demonstration Point”. Subsequently, in 2017, it meritoriously earned a spot among the top
ten industrial heritage tourism bases in China. In 2020, it was successfully selected into
the fourth batch of Chinese industrial heritage. The architectural proposal and plan of the
Former Site Museum of Changchun Film Studio are shown in Figure 8, and the detailed
present situation of the Museum is in Figure 9.
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In this study, we employed the Former Site Museum of CFS, located in Changchun
City, Jilin Province, as the experimental subject. This research strictly applied the innovative
hybrid Bayesian network model to conduct a comprehensive numerical analysis of the
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subject. The primary goal is to comprehensively assess and summarize various aspects of
the experimental subject, including its developmental status, future planning, adaptability,
and sustainability. By doing so, the study aims to verify the rationality of the hybrid
Bayesian network regarding the current renewal direction and propose more precise and
targeted strategies for the development and revitalization of the experimental subject.

2.4. Experimental Method

In the Cambridge dictionary, the term “change” is defined as “to make or become
different”. Therefore, change is an ongoing process rather than a simple result. The de-
velopmental journey of all entities is invariably traceable. Consequently, in alignment
with the requirements of global sustainability strategies [82], this study employs various
research methods, including literature review, Field Investigation, POI data analysis, AHP
hierarchical analysis, and Bayesian network, to explore the direction of industrial heritage
renewal. Based on these methods, we created a new hybrid Bayesian model: the BN-POI-
AHP hybrid Bayesian network mode. This model serves to conduct an initial analysis
to determine the most suitable renewal and development direction for the target project,
thereby providing guidance for decision-makers and stakeholders. To validate the effective-
ness of the model, a specific case study of CFS is examined using the BN-POI-AHP hybrid
Bayesian network model and is compared with the actual results to argue the advantages
and disadvantages of this new model.

The technology flow chart is depicted in Figure 10.
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The process of this study is as follows:

• First, we analyzed keywords in the literature pertaining to industrial heritage, urban
renewal, heritage renewal, and related fields using CiteSpace software and conducting
a literature review. The initial analysis aimed to discern the demand for industrial
heritage renewal forms and identify the principal influential factors in the context of
sustainable development and establish intermediate nodes B1–B6.

• Second, the intermediate nodes of “Location”, “Structural Style”, and “Sustainable
Development” can be determined based on expert opinions, providing general content.
Additionally, the leaf nodes of “Urban Planning” are derived from the development
planning requirements of select first-tier cities in China.

• Third, for “Surrounding Resources”, a questionnaire and face-to-face interviews are
conducted to select projects in China that represent the historical and industrial cate-
gories of the country’s industrial heritage. These projects serve as initial sample data
to develop the root nodes for training the hybrid model. Then, we obtain the POI
data around the research object and the total POI data under the related industry
classification of the whole city and combine the kernel density analysis method to
analyze the proportion of data of different fields in the city.

• Fourth, the leaf nodes of “Surrounding Residents” are obtained through a question-
naire conducted among residents residing in proximity to the target. This survey
aims to gain insights into the future needs of the residents and explore the anticipated
trends in user requirements over the next 15–25 years.

• Fifth, we review literature related to the AHP analytical hierarchy method and combine
it with expert industry guidance to determine whether the AHP method can be em-
ployed to investigate the 6 intermediate nodes and 10 root nodes in the Bayesian model.

• Sixth, we create a comprehensive innovative BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian net-
work model.

• Seventh, taking the Former Site Museum of Changchun Film Studio (CFS) as a case
study, the questionnaire and face-to-face interviews data collected from the surround-
ing residents and the data on surrounding POI are incorporated into the hybrid
Bayesian network model. Then, the strengths and weaknesses of the hybrid model
are evaluated.

• Finally, based on the experimental data from the case study and combined with
the literature survey method, an analysis is conducted to examine the development
prospects and limitations of the BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian network model.

2.4.1. Face-to-Face Interviews

The face-to-face interview method, initially employed in sociology and social psychol-
ogy, has gradually permeated various professional fields due to its versatile application.
This method is particularly suitable for investigating individual attitudes toward space
utilization and cannot be replaced by observational survey methods. Nowadays, there is an
increasing trend to employ face-to-face interviews as a form of public engagement [83,84].
Consequently, the subjective demands of residents around the research sample represent a
crucial factor that cannot be ignored.

To ensure the relevance and purposefulness of the face-to-face interviews, the design
of our questionnaire adhered to the following sequential steps and principles:

1. Initially, we refined the questionnaire information based on the primary research
purpose and content of this study. This step facilitated the determination of relevant
items in the questionnaire survey. It was assessed by industry experts for the accuracy
and representativeness of the question items.

2. Next, we defined the scope of the survey respondents, considering variables such as
residential districts and age ranges.

3. Subsequently, we disseminated and collected questionnaires to ensure a sufficient
number of valid responses, and used face-to-face surveys for those who were too old
to finish the questionnaire alone.
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4. Finally, we systematically organized and analyzed the collected questionnaire data.

The relevant items for the face-to-face interviews were determined as follows (Figure 11):
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After the experts’ evaluation of the question items, several choices were modified.
The outcomes of this question selection hold paramount importance within the present
study, despite certain limitations. It is crucial not to overlook factors such as subjectivity,
bias, and other aspects related to the research subjects. In order to mitigate potential errors,
we strictly adhere to the principles of respect and equality when interacting with survey
respondents. Our approach ensures that outcomes are non-harmful and non-beneficial,
irrespective of the results. Regarding the selection of survey respondents, we advocate
a randomized approach that encompasses all age groups, thereby minimizing selection
biases and associated errors.

Consequently, our analysis has led us to determine that the leaf nodes relevant to the
“Surrounding resident(B4)” in the model include “attitudes” and “attitudes in future”.

2.4.2. POI Data Extraction

This section of the POI data set provides unprocessed data used to train the hybrid
Bayesian model, primarily applied within the leaf nodes of the “Surrounding resources
(B2)”. POI (point of interest) represents a crucial geospatial data information resource.
With the rapid advancement of Internet technology, various map service platforms include
a large amount of POI data, which can significantly contribute to a city’s development
and urban planning. In this research, we obtained POI data within a 5 km radius of the
samples for five industrial heritage renewal projects. These data, gathered in December
2022, include information on schools, businesses, scenic spots, and residences. Moreover,
we gathered all of the data from the urban areas where the samples were located. The
comprehensive POI data set includes various critical details such as the name, address,
longitude, and category information of each point. In addition, the category information
of each point was divided into 21 primary categories, 183 secondary categories, and 1825
tertiary categories. In this study, the main data categories were six categories, which are
considered as the leaf nodes of B2. The project classification and detailed content are
depicted in Table 4.

For this study, the essential POI data consist of fundamental information stored in the
geographic information repository. Building upon insights gained from previous research
that utilized POI data by other experts [85–87], we have processed and integrated the
POI data from Baidu (https://lbsyun.baidu.com/ (accessed on 30 April 2023)) and Gaode
(https://lbs.amap.com/ (accessed on 30 April 2023)). These two major companies, Baidu
and Gaode, sufficiently cover the most significant databases of geographic information in
China. Therefore, we believe that their data have a high accuracy.

https://lbsyun.baidu.com/
https://lbs.amap.com/
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Table 4. Project classification and detailed content.

Category Detailed Content

Sport Including sports venues, fitness centers, swimming pools, and courts related to
sports and leisure services under the category of Sports.

Mall Including shopping centers, specialty shopping streets, and shopping
complex-related establishments under the category of Mall.

Park Including parks and squares under the category of Scenic Spot.

Scenic Spot Including scenic spots and their related places under the category of Scenic Spot.

Education Including schools and their related places under the categories of Science and
Technology and Cultural Services.

Museum
Including museums, planetariums, art galleries, art centers, science and
technology museums, exhibition halls, and related places under the categories of
Science and Technology and Cultural Services.

The data processing and analysis were conducted as follows:

Step 1: Process POI data

We conducted a comparison between the information in the two geographic databases,
specifically focusing on retaining identical information. Regarding dissimilar informa-
tion, we kept higher similarity information through a comparison using the Geospatial
Data Cloud platform. In cases where information items had missing values, we promptly
consulted the experts and compiled a list of vacant items which excluded essential at-
tributes such as “name”, “primary classification”, “secondary classification”, and “lati-
tude and longitude”. Information meeting these criteria was deemed valid and retained,
while information failing to meet the criteria was considered invalid and subsequently
deleted. Furthermore, we eliminated functional urban information that bore no relevance
to this study, such as road appurtenances, shared equipment, entrances and exits, and
government activities.

Step 2: Kernel density analysis

Kernel density analysis currently stands as one of the vital methods for POI data
analysis and is also regularly used in spatial hotspot studies. This method facilitates the
creation of a spatial aggregation distribution map through statistical analysis of point or
line elements. It takes into account the diffusion characteristics of urban facility services
that impact the surrounding locations, where areas closer to the core have a greater weight.
The formula for calculating kernel density is as follows (1):

f (x) =
n

∑
n=1

1
h2 k

(
x− ci

h

)
(1)

where f (x) is the estimated kernel density value at the spatial location point x; h is the
bandwidth (that is, the search radius of the kernel density function); n is the total number
of POIs. The POI data distribution within 5 km of the study sample is depicted in Table 5.

Table 5. The POI data distribution within 5 km of the study sample.

Project Name Huairou
Science City

Shijing Sports
Industrial Park

Fanshan
Industrial

Heritage Town

Yangcheng
Creative

Industrial Park

Shekou Value
Factory

Location Beijing Shanghai Wenzhou Guangzhou Shenzhen

Peripheral sports 43 328 2 310 117
Citywide Sports 6754 2452 2110 4514 4933
Percentage (P1) 0.64% 13.38% 0.09% 6.87% 2.37%
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Table 5. Cont.

Project Name Huairou
Science City

Shijing Sports
Industrial Park

Fanshan
Industrial

Heritage Town

Yangcheng
Creative

Industrial Park

Shekou Value
Factory

Peripheral malls 1 50 1 100 19
Citywide malls 1308 1213 460 1378 1091
Percentage (P2) 0.08% 4.12% 0.22% 7.26% 1.74%

Peripheral parks 10 43 2 49 48
Citywide parks 2189 1252 792 1304 1254
Percentage (P3) 0.46% 3.43% 0.25% 3.76% 3.83%

Peripheral scenic spots 25 95 21 171 50
Citywide scenic spots 9243 5561 3918 4463 2667

Percentage (P4) 0.27% 1.71% 0.54% 3.83% 1.87%

Peripheral educations 205 150 4 489 53
Citywide education 14439 6863 4567 7357 7210

Percentage (P5) 1.42% 2.19% 0.09% 6.65% 0.74%

Peripheral museums 9 90 4 75 15
Citywide museums 2710 1572 1017 1078 774

Percentage (P6) 0.33% 5.73% 0.39% 6.96% 1.94%

Step 3: Validate the data

The acquisition and processing of POI data present certain limitations. Firstly, al-
though we utilize data from two prominent geographic information companies in China,
it cannot be guaranteed that every data point, which amounts to tens of thousands, is
completely accurate. However, since the data used represents a percentage and the average
total number of data points is around 2000, the presence of errors in a few data points will
not significantly impact the resulting percentage. Secondly, during data processing, it is
essential to identify outliers and skewed distributions based on statistical requirements.
Relying solely on observing the data distribution to determine abnormality is not suffi-
cient. The identification of outliers necessitates incorporating background information,
research areas, and industry realities to evaluate whether the data align with expected
patterns. To address this concern, we employ the triple standard deviation method for
data verification [88]. This approach involves calculating the mean and standard deviation
of the data and validating it according to the criteria established by the triple standard
deviation method.

The guidelines of the triple standard deviation method were shown as follows: 1. Data
Di that satisfy Di < 2σ are considered as normal; 2. Data Di that satisfy 2σ < Di < 3σ are
considered early warning data, requiring expert assessment to determine their adherence
to expectations; 3. Data that satisfy Di > 3σ are regarded as abnormal and necessitate
re-collection and recalculation [88].

Based on the data computed in Table 6, it is evident that most of the data fall within
2 times the standard deviation range. Additionally, there are only three data points that
lie between 2 times and 3 times the standard deviation range. After careful expert con-
sideration within the specific field context, these three data points were determined to
be reasonable.

Table 6. The percentage and deviation average of the POI data.

Project Name Huairou
Science City

Shijing Sports
Industrial Park

Fanshan
Industrial

Heritage Town

Yangcheng
Creative

Industrial Park

Shekou Value
Factory

Percentage (P1) 0.0064 0.1338 −0.0013 0.0687 0.0237
Deviation Average (Di) 0.0018 0.0901 0.0009 0.0182 0.0059
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Table 6. Cont.

Project Name Huairou
Science City

Shijing Sports
Industrial Park

Fanshan
Industrial

Heritage Town

Yangcheng
Creative

Industrial Park

Shekou Value
Factory

Percentage (P1) 0.0240 0.0412 −0.0001 0.0726 0.0174
Deviation Average (Di) −0.0038 −0.0024 0.0022 0.0221 −0.0004

Percentage (P1) 0.1431 0.0343 0.0003 0.0376 0.0383
Deviation Average (Di) 0.0000 −0.0093 0.0025 −0.0129 0.0204

Percentage (P1) 0.0847 0.0171 0.0031 0.0383 0.0187
Deviation Average (Di) −0.0019 −0.0266 0.0054 −0.0121 0.0009

Percentage (P1) 0.4447 0.0219 −0.0014 0.0665 0.0074
Deviation Average (Di) 0.0096 −0.0218 0.0009 0.0160 −0.0105

Percentage (P1) 0.1040 0.0573 0.0017 0.0696 0.0194
Deviation Average (Di) −0.0012 0.0136 0.0039 0.0191 0.0015

Mean (M) 0.0046 0.0436 0.0023 0.0505 0.0178
Standard Devistion (σ) 0.0044 0.0400 0.0016 0.0171 0.0097

2× Standard Devistion (2σ) ±0.0088 ±0.0799 ±0.0033 ±0.0342 ±0.0194
3× Standard Devistion (3σ) ±0.0132 ±0.1199 ±0.0049 ±0.0513 ±0.0291

Step 4: Normalization process

The Z-transform is a standardized data transformation method that converts data into
what is known as standard form, where all data have a mean of zero and a standard devia-
tion of one. This process, commonly used in statistics, serves to standardize the statistical
distribution of a unified sample, simplifying computational methods and facilitating data
extraction. In this study, normalization mapped each group of sample data to a value of 1,
as demonstrated in Table 7. The specific calculation adheres to the following Formula (2):

P′i = Pi ÷
n

∑
i=1

Pi (2)

where Pi is the percentage of the original data in the citywide data and P′i is the percentage
after normalization [85].

Table 7. Normalized analysis of the POI data distribution within 5 km of the study sample.

Category Percentage Huairou
Science City

Shijing Sports
Industrial Park

Fanshan
Industrial Heritage Town

Yangcheng Creative
Industrial Park

Shekou Value
Factory

Sport Pi 0.64% 13.38% 0.09% 6.87% 2.37%
P′i 19.94% 43.78% 5.99% 19.45% 18.99%

Mall
Pi 0.08% 4.12% 0.22% 7.26% 1.74%
P′i 2.39% 13.49% 13.75% 20.55% 13.94%

Park
Pi 0.46% 3.43% 0.25% 3.76% 3.83%
P′i 14.31% 11.24% 15.97% 10.64% 30.65%

Scenic
spot

Pi 0.27% 1.71% 0.54% 3.83% 1.87%
P′i 8.47% 5.59% 33.89% 10.85% 15.01%

Education
Pi 1.42% 2.19% 0.09% 6.65% 0.74%
P′i 44.47% 7.15% 5.54% 18.82% 5.89%

Museum
Pi 0.33% 5.73% 0.39% 6.96% 1.94%
P′i 10.40% 18.74% 24.87% 19.70% 15.52%

The normalized data are brought into the seven leaf nodes of “Surrounding resources
(B2)” in the hybrid model and used to train the hybrid Bayesian model.
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2.4.3. Analytical Hierarchy Process Method

The analytic hierarchy process, often abbreviated as AHP analysis, is a comprehensive
decision-making method that blends qualitative and quantitative analysis. It utilizes
mathematical techniques to articulate the problem requiring resolution and is specifically
tailored for large-scale applications [89]. It is suitable for multiple objectives, a multitude of
factors, numerous criteria, and challenging complexity. In this study, we employed AHP
analysis within the foundational structure of our preliminary Bayesian network model [90].
Through this integrative approach, we determined that the weights of six intermediate
nodes (secondary indicators B1–B6 in AHP) and ten root nodes (tertiary indicators C1–C10
in AHP) in the Bayesian model using the AHP method. The concrete application of this
process is depicted in Figure 12.
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The steps are as follows:

1. Evaluate pairwise comparisons of criteria: for each pair of criteria, it is necessary
to determine which criterion is more important. With the input of industry experts
(including middle and senior engineers from planning or architectural design insti-
tutes and professors of architecture-related majors in universities in Changchun), we
determined the roles and levels of importance of each index in the industrial heritage
renewal strategy. We then constructed each index layer and performed pairwise
comparisons. The values within pairwise comparisons of criteria were shown in
Table 8 [91].

2. Develop judgment matrices: After pairwise comparisons have been made for all pairs
of criteria, judgment matrices need to be developed. The data were subsequently
divided into four groups, and the corresponding judgment matrices were created
based on pairwise comparisons.

3. Calculate criteria weights: After all judgment matrices are developed, it is necessary
to calculate the weight of each criterion. The judgment matrices must be transformed
to obtain the numerical values of the weighting indicators. For this, the eigenvalue of
the judgment matrices and the priority vector are used.

4. Check consistency: It is important to check the consistency of the obtained results
using the consistency ratio. This can prove the validity of the data.

The specific data analysis process will be presented in Section 3.
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Table 8. Linguistic scale during the 0–10 interval.

Scale Definition

1 equal importance
3 somewhat important
5 strongly more important
7 very strongly more important
9 extremely more important

2, 4, 6, 8 intermediate values

2.4.4. Bayesian Network

The construction of Bayesian networks generally follows three main methods, as
outlined in Table 9 [91]. In this study, we primarily employed the third method. After
rigorously reviewing a plethora of literature related to industrial heritage cases, seeking
the counsel of industry experts, and implementing field investigations, we determined the
specific content of target variables and observation variables. Subsequently, we constructed
an initial Bayesian network model using the Netica® software (version 5.18) and GeNle®

software (version 2.1.1104). Concurrently, we conducted a detailed analysis of the indi-
vidual components of each intermediate node, using both data and expert assessments to
further refine the model. The frame of the Bayesian network model is depicted in Figure 13.

Table 9. Bayesian network model construction method and content.

Bayesian Network Model
Construction Concrete Content

1. Data learning methods The overall structure is built via data learning, and the
relevant conditional probability values are produced.

2. Determined by industry experts

Industry professionals decide the topology of the built-in
Bayesian network and the establishment of the associated
conditional probability values based on experience and
in-depth knowledge.

3. A combination of the two above
The general structure of the Bayesian network is built using
data learning and the knowledge from experts, and the
associated conditional probability values are produced.

Note: Urban planning includes government intervention, urban development planning, etc.
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In Section 2, we have previously discussed the advantages and disadvantages of
Bayesian networks, as well as the current application results of hybrid Bayesian models.
Taking into consideration the characteristics of this study, we have carefully chosen several
hybrid Bayesian networks approaches to construct a suitable hybrid network for this project.
Our comprehensive analysis of all leaf and root nodes has led to the identification of two
pivotal technical methods in this model: POI and AHP analysis. The former offers distinct
advantages in terms of geographic information, while the latter has been widely applied
by scholars, demonstrating the effectiveness of the hybrid model that combines AHP and
Bayes. As a result, we have created an initial complete BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian
network model system and proceeded to train the new hybrid model using the acquired
POI data and AHP data from five cities.

3. Analysis and Discussion
3.1. Quantitative Analysis of the AHP Method

Step 1: Develop Judgment Matrices

The data were subsequently divided into four groups, and the corresponding judgment
matrices were created based on the pairwise comparisons outlined in Tables 10–13.

Table 10. Group 1 evaluation model and weight values of each indicator.

Group 1 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6

B1 1 1/4 3 1/2 1/3 1/2
B2 4 1 4 3 1 3
B3 1/3 1/4 1 1 1 1/2
B4 2 1/4 1 1 1/2 1/2
B5 3 1 1 2 1 3
B6 2 1/3 2 2 1/3 1

Table 11. Group 2 evaluation model and weight values of each indicator.

Group 2 C1 C2 C3

C1 1 2 5
C2 1/2 1 2
C3 1/5 1/2 1

Table 12. Group 3 evaluation model and weight values of each indicator.

Group 3 C4 C5 C6 C7

C4 1 2 4 5
C5 1/2 1 2 2
C6 1/4 1/2 1 1
C7 1/5 1/2 1 1

Table 13. Group 4 evaluation model and weight values of each indicator.

Group 4 C8 C9 C10

C8 1 1/2 2
C9 2 1 3

C10 1/2 1/3 1

Step 2: Calculate criteria weights

Calculate the feature vectors of these four data sets.
In this phase, “W” represents the weight ranking of the factors at the same level, re-

flecting the relative importance within the preceding level—a process known as hierarchical
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single ranking. “Aw” signifies the result obtained by multiplying the original matrix with
the “w” matrix of feature vectors. Detailed calculations are provided in Tables 14–17.

Table 14. Calculation of the judgment matrix of Group 1.

Group 1 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 w Aw

B1 0.08 0.08 0.25 0.05 0.08 0.06 0.1006 0.68
B2 0.32 0.32 0.33 0.32 0.24 0.35 0.3151 2.08
B3 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.11 0.24 0.06 0.0993 0.63
B4 0.16 0.08 0.08 0.11 0.12 0.06 0.1018 0.67
B5 0.24 0.32 0.08 0.21 0.24 0.35 0.2424 1.58
B6 0.16 0.11 0.17 0.21 0.08 0.12 0.1409 0.93

Table 15. Calculation of the judgment matrix of Group 2.

Group 2 C1 C2 C3 w Aw

C1 0.59 0.57 0.63 0.5949 1.79
C2 0.29 0.29 0.25 0.2766 0.83
C3 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.1285 0.39

Table 16. Calculation of the judgment matrix of Group 3.

Group 3 C4 C5 C6 C7 w Aw

C4 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.56 0.5171 2.08
C5 0.26 0.25 0.25 0.22 0.2447 0.98
C6 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.11 0.1223 0.49
C7 0.10 0.13 0.13 0.11 0.1159 0.46

Table 17. Calculation of the judgment matrix of Group 4.

Group 4 C8 C9 C10 w Aw

C8 0.29 0.27 0.33 0.2973 0.89
C9 0.57 0.55 0.50 0.5390 1.62

C10 0.14 0.18 0.17 0.1638 0.49

The maximum eigenvalues (λmax) for each factor were subsequently calculated using
the below equation, with the detailed results presented in Table 18:

λmax =
n

∑
i=1

[Aw]i
nwi

(3)

where n is the order of the judgment matrix.

Step 3: Consistency Test for the Data Results

The consistency test criterion states that hierarchical single-ranking results are consid-
ered consistent when the random consistency ratio (CR) is less than 0.1. The formula for
the test is as follows:

CI =
λmax − n

n− 1
(4)

CR =
CI
RI

(5)

where RI is the average random consistency index, the values of which are shown in
Table 19 [92].
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Table 18. Judgment matrix consistency test table.

Judgment Matrix λmax Order CI CR Inspection Result

Group 1 6.570927 6 0.114 0.091 Satisfying
Group 2 3.005539 3 0.003 0.005 Satisfying
Group 3 4.006232 4 0.002 0.002 Satisfying
Group 4 3.009209 3 0.005 0.009 Satisfying

Table 19. RI table of values.

Order RI

1 0.00
2 0.00
3 0.52
4 0.89
5 1.12
6 1.26

Based on empirical evidence, all four groups of judgment matrices comply with the
consistency test requirements, as comprehensively detailed in Table 18.

3.2. Created the BN-POI-AHP Hybrid Bayesian Network Model

According to the initial Bayesian network model, the BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian
network model is created by integrating POI data and AHP data. The process involves the
following fundamental steps:

Step 1: Build the hybrid model.

Utilize Netica® software (Version 5.18) or GeNle® software (Version 2.1.1104.0) to
develop the Bayesian network model. For this study, Netica software was employed to
build the model, as depicted in Figure 14.
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Step 2: Training the model.

Manually input the original POI data and AHP data obtained from all five samples
into the model for training purposes, leading to the derivation of the BN-POI-AHP hybrid
Bayesian network model. To ensure the utmost accuracy, the data input will undergo
thorough verification by other researchers to detect and rectify any potential human errors.
The BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian network model is depicted in Figure 15.
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3.3. Case Proof

In this study, we conduct a quantitative analysis using the Former Site Museum of CFS
in Changchun, Jilin Province, China as an example. The main objectives are twofold: firstly,
to verify the accuracy of the BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian network model, and secondly,
to provide a reliable basis and preliminary guidance for decision-makers in the Industrial
Heritage Conservation and Management system regarding future development trends.
The research process involves several steps, including conducting a questionnaire survey
among residents living in the vicinity of the Former Site Museum of CFS, analyzing data
from surrounding points of interest (POI), determining additional leaf nodes based on the
specific case circumstances, and finally, inputting these specific data into the hybrid model.

3.3.1. Quantitative Analysis of the Face-to-Face Interviews

In March 2023, the authors meticulously distributed 200 questionnaires as part of a
pre-survey. Out of these, a total of 182 were returned, of which 167 were deemed valid,
achieving an efficiency rate of 83.5%. Concurrently, we conducted semi-structured inter-
views within neighborhoods located within a 1 km radius of the Former Site Museum of
CFS. The questionnaires were thoughtfully divided into four distinct sections: Sociode-
mographic information, an appraisal of the surrounding environment, satisfaction levels,
and a survey of the present demands and future needs. Subsequently, Table 20 illustrates
some of the variable categories and their respective frequencies. These data were then
meticulously injected into the Bayesian network model, enhancing the objectivity of the
model and adding a layer of depth to our research findings.

Table 20. Face-to-face interview data on the needs of the surrounding residents.

Project Variables Quantity Percentage

Age

Under 25 years 16 9.58%
26–40 years 53 31.74%
41–55 years 68 40.72%
56–70 years 24 14.37%

Above 71 years 6 3.59%
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Table 20. Cont.

Project Variables Quantity Percentage

Peripheral facility
satisfaction

Satisfaction 87 52.10%
General 44 26.35%

Dissatisfaction 36 21.56%

Demand for peripheral
facilities

Parks 3 1.80%
Malls 12 7.19%
Gyms 46 27.54%

Type of education 79 47.31%
Others 27 16.17%

Would you like to retire in
this neighborhood?

Yes 95 56.89%
Uncertain 32 19.16%

No 40 23.95%

If the answer is “yes”, what
are the surrounding factors

that are most important?

Parks 51 30.54%
Malls 21 12.57%
Gyms 44 26.35%

Type of education 33 19.76%
Others 18 10.78%

3.3.2. Quantitative Analysis of POIs

To effectively present the results derived from the kernel density analysis, this study
strategically used Kepler.gl® software (Version 3.0.0-alpha.0) for visualizing the data from
the project samples. As part of this process, the Former Site Museum of CFS was selected as
a prominent example. Table 21 and Figure 16 provide the detailed visualizations and data.

Table 21. POI data distribution and normalization table of 5 km around the Former Site Museum
of CFS.

Former Site Museum of Changchun Film Studio Quantity Percentage (Pi) Percentage (P’
i)

Deviation
Average (D)

Sport Peripheral 148
3.79% 5.16% −0.0846Citywide 3912

Mall
Peripheral 43

6.39% 8.69% −0.0676Citywide 783

Park
Peripheral 21

5.42% 7.39% −0.0283Citywide 223

Scenic spot Peripheral 37
5.34% 7.27% −0.0627Citywide 619

Education
Peripheral 692

15.01% 20.44% 0.0276Citywide 4610

Museum
Peripheral 35

37.5% 51.05% 0.3381Citywide 76

The mean and standard deviation of the data, in this case, are outlined in Table 22.
Upon comparing the deviations from the mean, it is noted that only the Museum exhibits
a deviation exceeding 2σ, but it remains below 3σ. Following a comprehensive analysis
of the data within the relevant field, the expert concluded that the data can be considered
reasonable. Notably, all other data points demonstrate deviations below 2σ, indicating
their adherence to normalcy.
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Figure 16. POI data distribution of visualization analysis map of 5 km around the Former Site
Museum of CFS. (a) POI data distribution of the visualization analysis map for sport grounds;
(b) POI data distribution of the visualization analysis map for malls; (c) POI data distribution of
the visualization analysis map for parks; (d) POI data distribution of the visualization analysis map
for scenic spots; (e) POI data distribution of the visualization analysis map for education institutes;
(f) POI data distribution of the visualization analysis map for museums.

Table 22. The percentage and deviation average of the POI data around the Former Site Museum
of CFS.

Name Mean (M) Standard
Devistion (σ)

2× Standard
Devistion (2σ)

3× Standard
Devistion (3σ)

Data 0.1225 0.1480 ±0.2961 ±0.4441

3.4. Discussion

The BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian network model was created using a variety of tech-
niques such as CiteSpace, a literature review, field investigations, face-to-face interviews,
POI analysis, AHP analysis, and Bayesian algorithms. This strategic blend of methods
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not only overcomes the inherent limitations of the Bayesian network, but also enables a
multifaceted examination of the problem, establishing a more extensive model. Within
this system, six renewal development categories were delineated: the Sports industry, the
Park industry, the Museum industry, the Mall industry, the Education industry, and the
Scenic Spot industry. To evaluate the suitability of these categories for the experimental
subjects, we employed a simple “yes”, “uncertain”, and “no” indicator. Using precise
data regarding the six surrounding conditions of the target object, our model can infer a
highly suitable direction for renewal development. Simultaneously, it takes into account
the future needs of the surrounding residents and the city’s development positioning to
ensure sustainability in the development process. It provides an initial assessment and
guidance for decision-makers and stakeholders.

To corroborate the applicability of the BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian network model,
we conducted a validation analysis using a specific case in the cultural industrial heritage,
specifically the Former Site Museum of CFS. The obtained results are as follows:

Based on face-to-face interviews conducted in the neighborhood surrounding the
Former Site Museum of CFS, it was found that 52.1% of residents expressed solid satisfaction
with the local infrastructure, which accounts more than half. Furthermore, the primary
demand for nearby facilities, as indicated by a considerable 47.31% of responses, is centered
on education. Additionally, 56.89% of residents responded affirmatively when asked if they
would prefer to stay in the neighborhood for the coming decades, suggesting a significant
number of residents envisioning their long-term future in the area. In terms of future
infrastructure needs, particularly during their retirement years, there was a discernible
preference for sports facilities and parks, as indicated by the semi-structured interviews.
Residents expressed a desire for more fitness locations in parks during their retirement
years. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that residents’ future demands are likely to
gravitate toward sports-related facilities.

In this study, a comprehensive quantitative analysis was conducted on different cate-
gories of Points of Interest (POIs) within a 5 km radius around the Former Site Museum
of CFS. According to the normalized results, the “education” category constituted 20.44%,
while the “museums” category represented a substantial 51.05%. Together, these two
categories accounted for 71.49% of the total, significantly higher than the other four cate-
gories. This indicates that within this particular region, there is a substantial demand for
educational facilities and museums compared to other categories.

Pertinent data from the Former Site Museum of CFS were integrated into the BN-POI-
AHP hybrid Bayesian network model, enabling an examination of prospective industrial
heritage renewal directions specific to this project, as illustrated in Figure 17. Based
on the current state of the experimental subjects, the elements of “surrounding facility”
and “sustainable development” exerted the most significant influence on the outcomes.
Following these, “surrounding residents” and “urban planning” had a noteworthy impact,
whereas “location” and “structural style” were observed to be least influential. The Museum
industry stands out impressively high in terms of its suitability as a renewal direction,
with a rating of 98%, closely followed by the Education industry, with a suitability rating
of 85%. Taking into consideration the existing conditions of the surrounding area and
the urban development trends, it is crucial to forecast the requirements of residents over
the forthcoming 15–25 years. Therefore, it would be prudent to designate spaces that
offer the flexibility for easy conversion into fitness or sports facilities in the future. This
forward-thinking strategy ensures a responsive infrastructure that can adapt to shifting
residents’ needs over time.

Consequently, the current direction of renewal for CFS coincides with the optimal
renewal direction predicted by the BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian network model, both
emphasizing museums as the preferred choice. This finding demonstrates that the devel-
oped hybrid model in this study can provide a reasonable, sustainable, and preliminary
direction for most industrial heritage renewal projects.
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Based on the outcomes derived from the hybrid model and long-term planning, an
optimized design was created for the Former Site Museum of CFS. A preliminary initial
design for the case was developed, with the global layout design depicted in Figure 18.
A significant change involves the transformation of the substantial parking area into a
comprehensive park square, providing space for fitness and sporting activities. This
adjustment not only enhances the landscape environment, but also incorporates fitness
equipment and courts. Additionally, smaller parking spaces have been incorporated into
other unoccupied areas to accommodate the existing vehicular flow. If future projections
indicate an increase in daily traffic, the consideration of some assembled three-dimensional
parking structures may be necessary.

Undoubtedly, this study has encountered certain limitations and challenges:

• The BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian network model developed in this research, al-
though capable of providing an initial determination of the update direction, is not
yet comprehensive enough to encompass all the influencing factors. There is a need
for further improvement in terms of accuracy.

• During the data acquisition stage of this study, there may be a minor presence of errors.
These errors have been identified through industry expert assessments and specific
validation methods, and they have almost no impact on the final results. However, it
is important to acknowledge that data errors remain a challenge that should not be
overlooked in future in-depth investigations.

• In an attempt to enhance the accuracy of the model, the BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian
network model created in this study integrates calculations and modeling techniques
that are multidomain, and multimethod, and require the integration of multiple
software platforms. However, this complexity poses a challenge for general decision-
makers, as it necessitates time and effort to attain proficiency in these calculations and
models. Therefore, perhaps they need the help of additional professional researchers.
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4. Conclusions

Utilizing bibliometric methodology and CiteSpace technology, this study examined
the evolution and current state of industrial heritage, both domestically and internationally.
This approach allows for the identification of research focal points and the recognition of
any methodological limitations in the field. To delve deeper, we incorporated a range of
complementary research tools, including field surveys, face-to-face interviews, surrounding
point of interest (POI) analysis, analytical hierarchy process (AHP) analysis, and Bayesian
networks. The data necessary for this study were derived from a variety of projects
randomly selected from different Chinese cities. The collected data served as the foundation
for the construction of a BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian network model. To validate the
effectiveness of this hybrid model, we employed the Former Site Museum of CFS as a
practical case study. This systematic approach culminated in the creation of a more objective,
comprehensive, and logically sound mathematical model that outlines the renewal strategy
within the overarching framework of sustainable development.

The main contributions of this study are as follows:

• We utilized the Former Site Museum of CFS as an example to demonstrate the applica-
bility of the BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian network model across different projects,
tailoring the renewal to each project’s distinct characteristics. This approach is un-
derpinned by a “specialization” strategy. The hybrid model created in this research
surpasses previous scholarly results in terms of objectivity, comprehensiveness, and
specialization. Consequently, the feasibility of the BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian
network model, developed within the context of this research, is significant.

• According to the study’s findings, each of the proposed six intermediate nodes exerts
a non-negligible direct or indirect impact on the industrial heritage renewal strategy.

• The BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian network model enables the proposal of more
targeted renewal strategies for each various project, considering the characteristics
of the target project itself. On the one hand, it prioritizes sustainability and aligns
with urban development needs; on the other hand, by objectively analyzing the data,
we can assess the future development direction, predict residents’ needs, and reduce
the risk of obsolescence over time. Therefore, we strongly believe that the BN-POI-
AHP hybrid Bayesian network model provides both technological advancements and
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methodological approaches to industrial heritage renewal strategies, driving them
toward compliance with the requirements of sustainable development.

• The research successfully realized the strategy and method of sustainable renewal of in-
dustrial heritage, from objective data collection to data modeling and the construction
of rational proposals.

However, it should be noted that the BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian network model
does have certain limitations. On the one hand, the foundation of this model is primarily
based on five randomly selected Chinese case projects. Despite the representativeness of the
data, the database remains quantitatively limited. On the other hand, additional validation
is necessary to evaluate the generalizability of the model. The current validated specificity
case—cultural industrial heritage—does not cover all specific cases. Although it confirms
the model’s suitability for a majority of industrial heritage projects, comprehensive research
and validation across diverse contexts are indispensable for its widespread promotion.

Undoubtedly, the BN-POI-AHP hybrid Bayesian network model demonstrates sub-
stantial potential for future advancements. By integrating an expansive range of case data
from various regions and diverse circumstances, a robust data model system could be
constructed as the foundational base for the hybrid model. Moreover, by introducing
new elements, regularly updating the database, and providing timely training for the
mathematical model, we envision the eventual materialization of a hybrid model that is
more authoritative, precise, and widely applicable.

In conclusion, this research presented a feasible technical framework and hybrid data
model that serve as an effective support system for future sustainable industrial heritage
renewal and urban development. It also provided novel technical reinforcement and
guidance for subsequent strategies concerning industrial heritage renewal.
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